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1. 	Introduction 

The research question we are proposing to adcfress is hot., it is 

possible to get a mathematical representation of a problem from its 

natural language statement : or more widely, how it is possible to 

form a mathematical model of a real world situation0 These questions 

- 

	

	 are obviously of vital importance if we are to fully understand 

mathematical problem solving activity. 

We believe that this is a neglected area of research, now ripe 

for development. The only previous work in this area, by Bobrow 1964 

and Charniak 1968, is intellectually unsatisfying and can only deal with 

simple problems. 

For example, Bobrow's program, STUDENT, works by translating the 

English sentences diredtly into equations: 

"The distance between Boston and New York is 250 miles" becomes 

"The-distance-between-Boston-and-New York = 250 x miles" 

It does this by a rudimentary parsing and the replacement of keywords, 

e.g., "is" becomes "=", etc. 

These equations, together with a set of prestored equations such 

as "distance = speed x time",are solved to get the solution to the 

problem. 

The result is that STUDENT has a very limited application. 

(i) 	It can only handle a limited subset of English 

(e.g.,no dependent clauses), 
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It cannot use sentences which do not translate 

directly into one or more equations (e.g.,"A ship 

is travelling east"), 

(iii) It has difficulty with para-phrase, and 

(iv) It can only solve linear equations. 

These limitations would prevent STUDENT from solving the Mechanics 

problems we are considering. 

Charniak's program, CARPS, began to correct these defects by using 

a better parser and an intermediate meaning representation. 	But both 

are crude in comparison with later work in this area (cf, Winograd 1972; 

Schank 1973; Rumelhart and Norman 1973; Simmons 1973; Charniak 1972). 

Charniak(1969) gives examples of sentences whose gratmuar had to be alterei 

in order for them to be accepted by the program, and of problems which 

CARPS could not solve because of its lack of real world knowledge: 

"A barge whose deck is 10 ft below the level of a dock is being drawn 

in by means of a cable attached to the deck and passing through a ring or,  

the dock. 	When the barge is 24 ft from and approaching the dock at 34 

ft/sec, how fast—is the cable being pulled in?" 

The ship is moving horizontally towards the dock, but the problem 

does not mention this, and the program is unable to infer it. 	Our progrn 

.31.' could easily be given such information by defining "ship" as a particle ilk 

contact with a horizontal plane, and giving the program this definition :t 

a prestored model. 

It seems to us that STUDENT, and!  to a'Iesser extent, CARPS, show a 

superficial understanding of the problems they solve. 	Hence they are 

limited in application,..and easily "fooled". 	There is no doubt that 

they have some psychological validity as models of. poor students 

(see Paige and Simon 1973), but they are intellectually unsatisfactory 

as models of experienced mathematicians. 
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Research on solving problems, given their mathematical representation, 

has been progressing for several years and has recorded some notable successes 

(see Gelernter 1963, Bledsoe 1973, Boyer and Moore 1973). 	The issue of 

the effect of different mathematical representations on the problem solving 

process has recently been discussed. 	(Amarel 1968, Kowalski 1974 P73). 

We believe that these discussions cannot be sensibly conducted in isolation 

from the problem of what mathematical representations it is possible (or 

feasible) to extract from a natural language representation. 	Indeed, 

getting a mathematical (problem-solving) representation is generally 

acknowledged to be the most difficult part of solving the missionaries 

and cannibals problem (the problem considered by Amarel). There has 

also been discussion about the relationship between the meaning represent-

ations of natural language and visual information (Minsky 1974, Simmons 

1974). 	Wi see our proposed work as contributing to this discussion and 

extending it to mathematical representations. 

We propoee to study the above questions in the domain of mechanics 

problems that deal with idealized objects such as smooth planes, light 

inextensible strings and frictionless pulleys (see Humphrey (1957) p  1-90). 

The choice of this domain was governed by the following factors 

(a) We wanted a set of problems which could not be solved using 

the keyword matbhing of Bobrow or the simple meaning 

representations of Charniak, 

'(b) 	Because a large amount of knowledge about the objects 

mentioned in a problem is necessary in order to solve 

the problem, we wanted a large set of problems about a 

small universe of discourse. 	In fact there are only 

a handful of idealized objects in the set of dynamics 

problems we are considering (add wedges, discs, containers, 

rods and particles to the above list). 	New objects can be 

handled by considering them as made up from ideal objects 
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(e.g.,a ship as a particle on a horizontal plane). 	Our 

program will, have a few such prestored definitions, but 

will not be able to make up new ones or choose between 

several alternatives. -- 

(c) For our first attempt at natural language/mathematics 

translation, we wanted a domain which was well understood 

in that people with plenty of experience of the problems 

found them straightforward. 	This is not true, for instanec, 

of "Brainteaser' puzzles, like the missionaries and cannibals. 

(d) We wanted a domain in which the natural language input was 

relatively easy to translate into a meaning representation, 

and in which the mathematical problem-solving was fairly 

straightforward, so that we could concentrate on the transiticu 

from initial meaning represntation to mathematical represent-' 

ation. 	The language of the dynamics problems is stylized 

and easily parsed. The mathematical problem-solving consists 

of equation solving, a domain in which we were already working 

(see Bundy 1974, Bundy 1975). 	In fact the equations we havc 

looked at to date are simultaneous linear equations which 

can be solved by symbolic Gaussian elimination. 

In addition to the above advantages, dynamics problems raise the follo.dt 

interesting issues: 

(a) 	The equation forming and equation solving processes can 

interact in interesting ways. 	For instance, the order 
in which the equations are formed can suggest the order 
in which the variables in them should be eliminated and 

solved for. 	Failures of the equation solving process can 

suggest which equations to form next. Tying the equation-

solving process to a particular domain will provide it with 

(so-called) semantic information to "guide" its solution 

(see Bundy 1975 section 4.2). 
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(b) It will be necessary to formalize common-sense physical 

and geometric notions; for instance: qualitative 

physical laws like "objects suspended from a string hang 

vertically down". 	We will also have to solve "ontological" 

problems in order to represent relationships between 
S 

objects such as types of contact and spatial constraints.. 

We will have to deal with the problem of causality (i.e.., 

the frame problem), but in a limited, well-understood 

situation. 	We feel confident that solutions to these 

problems in our limited domain will generalize to more 

complex domains. 	The reason for our optimism is that the 

"ideal" objects we are considering were not chosen at 

random, but have been developed over many years by 

engineers and physicists as representatives of real 

world objects. 

(c) Both the mechanics and equation-solving studies are aimed 

at formalising areas of mathematical activity which are 

not yet well understood, such as searching and model-

making. We hope that techniques developed and answers 

discovered in one area will be applicable to the other. 

In particular, we expect to use the same protocol-analysis 

philosophy, equipment and personnel in researching each domain. 

Our objective then, is to write a program which can solve Mechanics 

problems, of the kind given as examples in Humphrey (1957) p  1-90. We 

will concentrate on writing a program which can extract equations, given 

a surface level meaning representation obtained from the statement of the 

problem in English. 	If we make suitable progress on this, wewould like 

to extend the program. so  that it would accept problem statements in English. 
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2. Methodology 

The Descriptive Theory. 	Since the area we are proposing to study L. 

not been formalized, our first task must be to build up a descript±-' 

theory of it, i.e., wetist discover what kind of rEasoning goes or. 

We plan to build this descriptive theory by analysing solutions t, 

dynamics problems using any help we can get from mathematical textbook 

introspection and our knowledge of physics, applied mathematics and 

geometry. 	We will make selective use of protocol analysis to attack 

difficult issues. 	As with most non-trivial Al research, solving 

mechanics problems is too big a task to tackle without dividing it up. 

However, it will not segment into nan-interacting parts. 	Our solution 

to this dilemma is the normal one of dividing it into parts initially in 

order to build a descriptive theory, but studying the interactions and 

allowing a more flexible organisation within the program itself. 	In 

our descriptive theory we envisage the problem representation going 

through seven stages 

(1) The original natural language input. 

(2) The parse tree of (l). 

(3) A surface level meaning representation (verb and noun 

phrase definitions are still tp ackedt). 

(4) A deep level meaning representation (mainly spatial 

information, including notions of contact, attachment 

region, etc. 	This is vital for later calculation of 

internal forces). 

(5) A deep representation. augmented with information about 

the physical quantities needed to calculate the accel-

erations, forces, energies, etc. 

(6) The equations (i.e.,the mathematical representation). 

(7) The answer. 
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Each stage will be obtained from previous ones by the application 

of laws (of English, Geometry, Physics, Mathematics, etc.) and by the 

making and confirming of plausible hypotheses. We would like to 

emphasise again that this division into stages is a first approximation 

to enable us to understand the kind of reasoning which takes. place. 

We do not expect that it will be possible to solve problems by deriving 

these stages in linear sequence. 

We intend to focus our attention on the transition from stages (3) 

to (6), because this is the area which is least well understood. 	The 

transition from (1) to (3) and/or (4) has been modelled by many natural 

language understanding programs (e.g.,Vjinograd 1972). 	So, initially, 

we will consult our colleagues working in natural language understanding 

as to the form of surface level representation it would be reasonable to 

assume, and input this. 	However, if the project makes satisfactory 

progress, we would like to extend the program to accept input in English. 

We choose to input the surface level representation, rather than the deep 

structure representation, because there is no concensus on an appropriate 
of 

formalisation/the latter and because the transition between them is a 

vital part of the problem solving process. 	Since, initially anyway, we 

will not be doing any natural language processing, per se, our project 

should be regarded as a study in the representation of knowledge rather 

than as a study in natural language understanding. 

The transition from the equations to their solutions (7) is the 

business of the equation solver, being worked on in parallel by Bundy 

and Welham (see Bundy 1975). 	We expect this part to be relatively 

self-contained for simple problems, but expect some interesting inter-

actions in more complex problems. 

So far, we have only considered natural language input. We also 

hope that it will be possible to aodify our program to use the visual 
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input of a diagram. As a first approximation for doing this we woud 

take the advice of our colleagues in visáal perception as to the form 

of the symbolic description of the visual scene it would be reasonable 

to expect. 	In this ease, instead of the deep lSel Lipresentations (4) 

being formed from representation (3) alone, it would be formed from (3) 

and a meaning representation of the visual scene. This would involve 

correlating objects named in the written input with objects seen in the 

visual input: there is dtbviously great scope for disambiguating one lot 
we 

of data with the help of the other. Rowever,/do not propose research 

in this area as an immediate goal. 

We are building our desciiptive theory from the outside in, i.e., 

given the equations (6) for a particular problem, we are developing tile 

representatión: of the physical system (5). 	Gth'fren the initial surface 

level representation (3), we are developing the deep level representacirn 

(4). 	Finally, we are trying to bridge the gap between (4) and (5). 

The intermediate goal of wanting to visually display representations (4) 

and (5) has been of some help by suggesting spatial and physical inform-

ation that is -vital for forming equations. 

We divide the task of designing these representations into two parts'S 

discovering the ontology of each representation and discovering the laws 

of reasoning used to build them. 

(i) Ontology We have to decide what type of entities we are going 

to reason about .. 	For instance, in the deep structure representations 

(4) and (5),we have to classify the various kinds of contacts fhat can 

occur between objects. 	Our current classification is that contacts can 

be fixed or movable, and if movable they can be slipping or non-slipping. 

Touching objects are not in tontact everywhere, so we have to introduce 

the notion of attachment regions which are the parts of the objects which 

are in contact. 	We illustrate this with.a network representing the deep 

structure of the phrase "The pulley is attached to the vertex of the wedge". 
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Note that the information that the pulley is attached at the axle is not 

given in the original natural language statement, but is a reasonable 

assumption to make. This is an example of the kind of plausible inference 

our program will have to make as it develops a representation. 

We use semantic nets to represent such information because we find 

them more readable than, say, Predicate Calculus assertions of PLANNER 

theorems. However we have no particular commitment to semantic nets as 
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a programming technique. The networks we use, are not ad hoc. They 

have a clear (predicate calculus) semantics, i.e., nodes labels like uI*loaft 

or "CONTACT" are constants; link labels like type" or 'attachment region" 

are predicates. 	Starred numbers like *108 are objedts; 	other node 

labels are descriptions of objects. Of course each description should 

occur only once in the diagram, but for readability we have repeated the 

node for "POINT". Each node has a "type", and two nodes of the same type 

have the same kind of links attached to them. 	Some of these links are 

compulsory, e.g., "type", some are optional, e.g. "vertex". 	Precisely 

what these links are for each type of node will change as we build our 

descriptive theory. 	So the networks are still tentative. 

(ii) Laws We will also have to represent the way these entities 

are related. 	Some of this knowledge will be represented implicitly. 

The fact that the axle is an attachment region of the pulley will probabty 

be represented in a prestored model of the "ideal" pulley. 	The fact chat 

there is only friction between objects in slipping and movable contacts  

could be represented by only allowing a friction link to be drawn in this 

case. 	Some of the knowledge will be represented explicitly in the form 

- -of—laws. 	- ---- ---_- 	 -------- 	- 	 -- 	- 

.CThat objects in fixed contact have the same acceleration (also the 

same location and velocity) could be represented as below. 

Type (x, contact) & Fixed (x) & Region (x, yl) & Region (x, y2) & 

acceleration (yl, 0-4acceleration (y2, z). 

The various representations (3), (4), (5) and (6) (p.6  above) will 

be stored in an assertional database. 	Such databases are provided by - 

programming languages like CONNIVER (Sussman 1973), POPCORN (Hardy 1973) 

and PROLOG (Warren 1974). Each offers a different indexing scheme for the 

database and different methods of controlling search. Although, we have 

not yet committed ourselves to a programming language, our eventual choice 
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will be determined by 

(a) The indexing scheme and search control needed. 

(b) The range. of languages available. 

(c) The ease with which our descriptive theory can 

be expressed in the language. 

(d) The amount of storage occupied by the program 

and the data structures it creates. 

(e) The time our program takes to run. 

(f) Compatibility with other programs such as the 

equation solver. 

Having all the representations stored in a single database will 

allow the program the flexibility it needs in its development through 

the various stages. 	It will be possible to start one stage of the 

representation before completing previous ones and it will be possible 

to call the laws in a top—down (backchaining) manner. 	This is necessary 

since, for instance, it is sometimes not possible to decide the precise 

physical configuration before we have explored some of the forces that 

are acting on the system. We do not want to augment the representation 

with information about all the forces, velocities, energies, etc. that 

are acting,but only that needed to answer the questions posed. Thus, 

the various representations will be allowed to interact with each other 

in the way that our observations of this problem domain and the experience 

of i.,orkers in other domains indicate will be necessary. 	These issues of 

controlling inference will be considered in depth after completion of the 

first stage of building a descriptive theory. 

3. 	The Partial Analysis of a Simple Mechanics Example 

In our work so far we have concentrated mainly on problems with 

fairly simple solutions. 	This has resulted in the emphasis being 	- 

placed on the preliminary analysis of the problem, the most poorly defined 

area tncmechan±cs' problem 1  solvihg - Conide± the exánile (taiceh from 

Humphrey, 1957). 	 - 
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"Two particles, of masses 5 and 71b., are connected by a 

light string passing over a smooth pulley. Find their 

common acceleration and the tension in the string". 

4 
.7 

1 

TT 

a 5g4 1 	7g4a 

flure 1 
Mhtre "T" is "the tension in the string", "a" is the "common acceleratioti 1 ' 

and "g" is the "acceleration due to gravity" 

As seen in this example, the problem statements use a surprisingly 

simple and stereotyped grammatical form. There are several existing 

grammars that would be more than adequate to parse them, e.g., Simmons 

(1973). 	It seems reasonable to assume that the progression from natural 

language to (at least) a phrase structure parse tree (our second stage) 

would be fairly standard. Either during this progression or at some 

later stage, simple semantic checking can take place. Most of the 

phrases in the problem refer to objects, e.g. 'particles', or simple 

systems of objects, e.g. "a light string passing over a smooth pulley". 

The translations of these noun phrases are checked against the semanttc 
011 	 Y 	II co, :LCCtC'!L. 

constraints on the verbs which connect them. 	If these check ac 

successful the translations are incorporated into the surface le%2. 

network. 	Assigning modifiers to the appropriate nouns is not diff:tvl 

since particles are objects and hence have masses, and thus "mas3es - 
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and 7 lb." confirms the syntactic relationship implied by the preposition 

"of" . 	Figure 2 (representing our third stage) illustrates the detail of 

information we have at this point. This could be the output from a 

natural language processor, and would be the input for our program. 

Note that two unknowns have been created to represent "their common 

acceleration" and "the tension in the string". The presence of these 

will guide the future development of the representation, especially at 

stages (5) and (6). 



mas 

ma 

object 

ec t 

ec t 

object 

unk own 
type 

solid 
object acceleratjon4 

solid 

FIGURE 2 Semantic network of natural language statement. 
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The fourth stage is the deep structure representation: 	In order- 

to examine the semantic relationships more closely, and so proceed to 

the deep structure representation, it is necessary to bring in a 

detailed definition of each verbs 	These definitions are supplied by 

our descriptive theory and are in terms of primitives like "contact" 

and "attacjtnient region". 	At present our definition of CONNECT is 

divided into two parts, CONNECTED TOand CONNECTED BY. 	The appropriate 

definition in this case is CONNECTED BY, which is defined as "a fixed 

contact between one attachment region of the agent and an object, and 

another fixed contact between another attachment region of the same 

agent and another object". 	Prestored models of the objects are used in 

conjunction with these definitions to see if there is indeed an available 

attachment region or regions on the object in queStion. FIGURE 3 shows 

some examples of such models. 



left / Flexible 

end I 	Object 

~ty_pe  
right 
end 

7) 
segment of 

(a chain of segments and interm9diat 

FIGURE 3 Models of Ideal Objects 

a) 	PARTICLE 
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Solid 

Object 

Attachment 

Region 

(mainly for dis.l. 
purposes) 

b) 	STRING 

type 	 L yp 

Yl 
	

'Wi 

left end 
	

right end 

right 	.1 

- 	 STRING 

type 
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The models are matched against the verb definitions iñ •  order to build 

up a representation of the physical configuration of the objects in the 

problem. 	The process of building up this representation may involve 

further inference. 	For instance, the support relationship must be 

inferred: 

(i) 	The pullet "supports" the string because the string is 

in contact with the top portion of the pulley. 

(ii)  The string "supports" the particles because they are 

in contact with the string and nothing else. 

(iii)  At least one object in every system is supported from 

outside the system. The only candidate for this in 

the problem above is the pulley. 

(iv)  The parts of strings which support objects, not supported 

by anything else, hang vertically down (2700)  unless we 

have information to the contrary (i.e. unless we are told 

the system is a pendulum or that the object is displaced, 

we assume the default case, that it is not displaced 

c.f. Minsky 1974 

This process leads us to the representation shown in FIGURE 4. 
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FIGURE 4 Deep Structure 'of Problem Statement 

(some inessential detail missing) 
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This representation provides most of the information we need to 

display a diagram on a graphics display. We plan to do this in order 

to get a readaTble description of the current state of the database for 

debugging purposes. 	The information necessary for a diagram, e.g., 

directions of strings, relationships between objects, etc., is also 

necessary for our next step of calculating the forces and accelerations. 

The fifth stage is the deep structure representation, augmented 

with information about the physical quantities needed to calculate the 

accelerations of the particles and the tension of the string. 

There are two different types of force that can be exerted, external 

and internal. 	The external forces are gravity, which acts on any object 

with a mass, and those applied by an external agency. 	The magnitude of 

the gravitational force is the mass times "g", while the direction is 

vertically down, (2700). 	In our problem the only relevant external 

forces are the effect of gravity on the particles and the notional force 

which supports the fixed pulley. 

The internal forces are caused by pressure between objects in contact. 

The particles suspended by the string cause the tension, T, in the string. 

In fact the wording of the question suggests that the magnitude of the 

tension is uniform throughout the string. We would normally expect to 

deduce this. 	In this case we could adopt it as a plausible hypothesis 

and then confirm it. 	The law which enables us to do this in either case 

is that the tensions in two adjacent segments of the string have the same 

magnitude provided no force, is applied in the direction of the string at 

their intermediate point. 	In our case the only candidate would be 

friction at the contact with the pulley, but this is zero since the pulley 

is smooth. 	So we could postulate a tension in the leftmost segment of 

the string, applying a force T vertically upwards on the left particle. 

This tension would be inherited, unaltered in magnitude, by successive 

segments of the string, until it exerts a force T vertically upwards 
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on the other particle. 

In a similar way the wording of the questions suggests that the 

magnitudes of -the acceleration.-s—o-f-the_particles_are_,id--ntic.-I..--w 	 - -- 

confirm this by assigning an acceleration, a, vertically upwards on the 

leftmost particle and having it inherited, unaltered in magnitude, by 

successive segments of the string, until it is assigned to the other 

particle. 

FIGURE 5 indicates the additions that this process would, make to th 

network. 	 - 	- 

FIGURE 5  Forces acting on, and acceleration of, a typical object 
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The sixth and seventh stages are the generation and solution cf the 

equations. 

Our overall strategy is to get two simultaneous equations relating 

a and T, and to solve them. 	So we need equations connecting acceleration 

and force. This suggests Newtons equations and since all the forces 

and accelerations are acting vertically 9  it is obvious that we should 

resolve the forces in this direction0 	This might consist of the procedure: 

Set sum to nil 

For each force acting on the object (see Figure 5) 

Mltiply the magnitude of the force by the cosine of 

the angle between its direction and the direction of 

resolution (trivial in our case)0 Add this quantity 

to sum. 

Put sum equal to the mass of the object times the magnitude of 

its acceleration in the direction of resolution. 

Simplify the resulting equation. 

Carrying out this process on both particles yields the equations: 

5,g T = 5.a (I) 

T 7.g=7.a (2) 

which can be solved to give values of 5 5/6ths poundals for T and -1l6. 

g ft/sec 2  for a, 

4. 	Wider Justifications 

Although there are many areas in which our research could be fruitfully 

applied we will expand only three: the teaching of mechanics, the study 

of education in general, and the provision of an interactive aid for engineers. 

In order to write a computer program to solve mechanics problems it will 

be necessary to spell out carefully the meanings of many intuitive physical 

and geometrical notions such as those implicit in the statements "a body is 

accelerating in space' or "the velocity of a wheel is a constant". 	We 

believe, and human protocols seem to confirm, that misccnce?tions of notions 

such as these are a major source of mistakes for humans solving problems in 
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mechanics. 	The human might think, for example, that a body has a single 

acceleration 	that is that all points of a rotating accelerating body 

will necessarily accelerate at the same rate. 	This "bug" in a problem 

solving system - whether human or mechanical - could produce interestir, 

even if contradictory, results. 	Hopefully, our program, if given the 

same misconceptions as some human subjects, will be flexible enough to 

effect the same incorrect results, and to serve as a vehicle for invest- 

igating similar misconceptions in students. 	The need f or correct 

intuitions about basic physical concepts and the way these interact to 

produce a solution are the main concerns of our research. These are 

also important topics in the teaching of mechanics and show why some of 

our strongest encouragement and offers of assistance have come from such 

places as the Department of Engineering at Cambridge (Marples 1974, and 

Simpson, 1975). 

There are several educational issues, especially in the area of 

teaching mathematics, that our research will address. Among these are 

the study of the possible decompositions of a problem into subproblems 

and the interweaving of these subproblems into an eventual solution of 

-- 	the problem. Polya (1962) often discusses this 1n terms of. general. 	- 	- 

problem-solving "strategies" While not taking on the study of problem 

solving strategies in general, we will give concrete conditions under 

which a specific strategy is useful. Another aspect of education we 

address is the study of'ransfer". In creating a system capable of 

solving large classes of problems we will need to outline the general 

structural features of problems that remain invariant across problem- 

solving situations; for if our solver is not to succumb to the 

combinatorial explosion the strategies used must be powerful £nciugh for 

there to be "transfer" within the problem-solving domain. The attempt 
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to make explicit exactly what a problem-solver "takes" from one prcbi:.. 

solving situation to the next, as well as being a crucial question Fe" 

us, has long been a concern of educational researchers. 

The third application of our work could be as an automatic problem-

solver for Engineers. 	Ideally the Engineer would type his problem into 

a computer in English and have the answer typed back. For example, to 

find the stress bearing on some point in a bridge he would type in the 

specifications for the materials and forces involved. While the program 

we envisage writing would not be capable of doing this, it would indicate 

the directions for writing a program which could. 	Some of the improvemevits 

to our program necessary for such a system are 

(i) 	The program would have to deal with far more difficult 

problems involving more sophisticated engineering 

knowledge (e.g. vibration), more complexity, and the 

analysis of real world objects (e.g.bridges). 

The program would have to be more flexible in its 

interactions with the user e.g.accept diagrams and 

ungrammatical sentences, and perhaps be able to engage in 

a dialogue with the user. 

(iii) 	The time/space efficiency of the program would be a major 

factor and require further study. 
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